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THE  CONDITION  ExV(M, R)=0 FOR  MODULES  OVER

LOCAL  ARTIN  ALGEBRAS  (R, 931) WITH 93t2=0

MARGARET  S.  MENZIN

Abstract. Let M be a finitely generated module over a (not

necessarily commutative) local Artin algebra (R, 3JÎ) with 9Jl2=0.

It is known that when R is Gorenstein (i.e. of finite injective

dimension) M=2AffiSA/3JÎ. For R not Gorenstein we describe

all M with ExtHW, R)=0 and show that Ext'W, R)=0 for some

i>l if and only if M is free. It follows that for R not Gorenstein all

reflexives are free. We also calculate the lengths of all the Ext*'(A^, R).

As an application we show that if {R, 9Ji) is a commutative Cohen-

Macaulay local ring of dimension d which is not Gorenstein, if

R/Wl2 is Artin and (x¡, ■ ■ ■, xd) is a system of parameters with 9JÏ2

contained in the ideal (*i, ■ • • , xd) and if M is a finitely generated

.R-moduIe with ExV(M, R)=0 for 1 ¿i<2d+2, then M is free.

We call (R, 93Î) a local Artin algebra if A/93Î is a division ring, where 9JÍ

is the lacobson radical of R, if the center of R is an Artin ring, and if R

if a finitely generated module over its center. We say R is Gorenstein if it is

of finite injective dimension as an i?-module. Throughout this paper all

modules will be finitely generated.

Let (R, 931) be a local Artin algebra. It is well known that every finitely

generated left Ä-module M has a projective cover (i.e. an epimorphism

<p:P^>-M minimal in the sense that Ker tp£93ÎP) which, is unique up to

isomorphism [3], and that M has no projective (free) direct summands if

and only if M* = Homie(M, R) is isomorphic to Homñ(M, 931) [2].

Further, for each finitely generated left Ä-module M there is a minimal

presentation—i.e. an exact sequence Fl-^-F0-^-M—>0 with <p0:F0-*-M

and (px : i*\^>-Ker q>0 projective covers, F0 and Fx free and finitely generated.

We use this (unique) minimal presentation to define the parameters

Sm and rM.

Definition. Let M be a finitely generated left module over a local

Artin algebra (R, 93Î). Let

Sm — ^(^o/93i^o)   tne number of generators of M,

rM = /(i71/93ÎF,i)   the number of relations of M,

where /( ) means the length as a left i?-module.
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We remark that if (R, W) is a local Artin algebra and M is a 2-sided

/î-module then the lengths of M as a left and as a right /?-module coincide.

Proposition 1. Let (R, 9JÎ) be a local Artin algebra with 9K2=0.

Let m = /(2R)^ 1 and let M be a finitely generated left R-module with no free

direct summands. Then :

(a) ¿(M) = (n + l)gM-rM,

(b) ¿(M*)=ngM,

(c) /(Ext^M, R))=nrM-gM,

(d) /(Ext«(M, R))=ni-2rM(n2-\), i^2.

Proof. We write g for gM and r for rM. Let 0->-A->-.R!'->-M—»0 be

exact with R3^M^0 a projective cover. As K^WlRe, ¿(MjWM)=gM=g.

Also, as m2=Q, 9K/s:=0 and K is a direct sum of copies of A/9JÍ. 0^9K-^

R-^-RfSR-^-O is the projective cover of Z?/9Jt, and 30Ï is isomorphic to n

copies of R/50C (direct sum). Since Rr^>-K^>-0 is a projective cover, gK =

¿(K)=r M=r, and by the same reasoning rK=^(^RRT)=nr (=nrM).

(a) From tf(R) = tf(^l) + l=n + l, we have

¿(M) = ¿(Rs) - AK) = (n + \)g - r.

(b) As M is without free summands and 2ft2=0, M*f«HomJi(M, <3R)^

Homñ(M/9JcM, W)^HomRm(MimM, SJÎ).
As the lengths of R/ffî modules as A-modules and as /?/9Ji-modules

coincide, this last has length tf(M/3JlM) • tf(W)=ng.

(c) From the exact sequence 0^>-M*-+(R!l)*-+K*->~Ext1(M, R)->0,

we have

/(Ext^M, /?)) = ¿(M*) + ¿(K*) - ¿(R***)

= ngM + ngK - (n + \)gM

= ngK - §M - "''m - gi»i = «r - g-

(d) Ext2(M, Ä^Ext1^, -R) is of length nrK—gK=n(nr)-r=

r(n2-\)=rM(n2-\). By induction on /, Exti+1(A/, R)=E\V(K, R) is of

length ni-2rK(n2-l)=ni-1r(n2-l)=ni'1rM(n2-l) for í¿>2.

Proposition 2. Let (R, W} be a local Artin algebra with 93i2=0, and

let M be a (finitely generated) left R-module. If « = /(9Jt)^2 then the

following are equivalent :

(a) M is free.
(b) Ext^M, R) = Ext2(M, R)=0.
(c) Ext!(M, R)=0for some i>%.

Proof. Trivially (a)=> (b)=> (c). If M^ (0) is a module without free sum-

mands, «^2, and some Ext'(M, R)=0, then by the last formula in Propo-

sition 1, rM=0. Hence AT=0 and M is free.
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We obtain easily the well-known result:

Corollary 3. Let (R, 93Í) be a local Artin algebra with 93t2=0.

Let H = (f(93î). Then R is Gorenstein if and only ifn=0 or 1. If R is Goren-

stein, then Injective dimension^ R=0 (i.e., R is injective) and all R-modules

are of the form 2R©ZR/93Î.

Proof. When n=0, R is a division ring and the statement is true

trivially. If R is Gorenstein, Ext¿(R/93í, R)=0 for some iSjl and also

for some /_2. Since rR/w=n, from Proposition 1, we obtain n2—1=0

and n=\. If «=1, Ext2(M, R)=0 for all finitely generated M by Propo-

sition 1 and R is of finite injective dimension. In fact, since rR/çBl=n=\

and gR/3n=l, we find Ext^R/^, R)=0 and hence

Injective dimension^ R=0.

If R is Gorenstein, and M^R is indecomposable, then M is torsion-free

(for example, by the sequence S( ) applied to R, below). So M^P for

some P projective and as M is without free summands Mç93ÎP [2].

Since 93î2=0, M is not faithful. Hence, 93Î is the annihilator of M and

M=R/93t. R and R/93Î are the only indecomposable R-modules.

To investigate reflexive modules we introduce the map T. If R is a local

Artin algebra and M is a finitely generated left R-module with minimal

presentation

(1) F^Fo-^M-^O

(F0, Fj finitely generated and free), then we define 7TM) = Coker(F0*-*FÍ)

so that

(2) 0 -* M * -* F0* -> F* -+ T(M) -^ 0

is exact. When M has no free (direct) summands and (1) is a minimal

presentation of M, then (2) is a minimal presentation of T(M), and

(since T(M) is without free summands) this presentation of T(M) pro-

duces T2(M) with T2(M)mM. (To show (2) is a minimal presentation,

write down the definitions of the maps. tt:F*-*T(M) is minimal when M

is without free summands so that M* = HomR(M, 93Í), since (p0:F0—>-M

is minimal. <p*:F0—*Ker 7r is minimal since (pi'-F-^—>-Ker ç?0 is minimal.)

Also, as minimal presentations of Mx and M2 induce a minimal presen-

tation of MX®M2, TiM^M^TiM^TiM^).

One of the most important facts about T is that if M is a left R-moduIe

then

0 -+ ExPiTiM), _) -* _ <g> M -* Hom(M*, _)

5( ) -* Ext2(T(M), _) -> 0
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is an exact sequence of functors of right A-modules [1, Proposition 6.3],

or [4, p. 43].

In particular, when we examine the sequence S(R) for the right R-

module R, the second map is the canonical M—>M** and we see that M

is reflexive (M^M**) if and only if Extl(T(M), R) = Ext2(T(M), R)=0.

Proposition 4. Let (R, W) be a local Artin algebra with 9Jt2=0.

If n = tf(W)^.2 then any reflexive module is free. If n = /(90t)<2 then

every module is reflexive.

Proof. We use the (unique) minimal presentation of M to define

T(M). If n = l(W)<2, R is Gorenstein, hence all Ext1 (T(M), R)=0 =

Ext2(T(M), R) and every M is reflexive. If n^.2, let M be a reflexive

module without free summands. Then Ext2(F(M), R)=0 and by Propo-

sition 2, T(M) is free. But then 0^-T(M)^>~T(M)—>-0 is the unique minimal

presentation of T(M), so M=T(T(M))=0. Thus the only reflexives are

free.

Proposition 5. Let (R, 9JÍ) be a local Artin algebra with 90t2=O. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Ext!(M, R)=0.

(b) M is a direct sum S/î©SF(/?/9Jc).

(c) If O^A^B^M^O and O^A/WA^B/Wlß^M/WlM^O are both
exact, then the first sequence splits.

(a) If 0-+A—>-/}—>M—>-0 is exact and minimal presentations of A and

M induce a minimal presentation of B, then the sequence splits.

Proof, (c) and (d) are equivalent since the condition that minimal

presentations of A and M induce a minimal presentation of B is exactly the

condition that gA+gM=gB- Let n = tf(W). Now if M=T(R/W) then

rM=gRW=l'and gM=rRW=n, so ¿(Ex\}(M, R))=nrM-gM=0. Hence

(b)=>(a).
To show (a)=>(b), from the sequence before Proposition 4 we have the

exact sequence O^Ext1 (T2(At), R)^T(M)^T(M)**. If M=F®M',

M' without free summands, then T2(M) = T2(M')=M'. By our assumption

0=Ext1(T2(M), R) = 0 and 0^T(M)^T(M)** is exact—i.e. T(M) is

torsionless. Thus 7YM)sF' for some free F'. As also T(M) is without

projective summands, T(M)^F"3R. As 93t2=0, T(M) is a direct sum of

copies of R¡m and therefore M'^T2(M) = I,T(RIW).

To show (c)=>(a) consider a sequence 0—>-R—»-.A71->-M—>-0. Now R is not

contained in 9JÎJV, else 93cç9Jt2A^=0. As /R(R¡m)=l, R/WcN/mN

and O^RI'mR-^Nl'íJlN-^MI'mM^O is exact. By our assumption (c)

the original sequence is split and Ext1(M, R)=0.
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Finally we show (a)=>(d). If minimal presentations of A and M induce

a minimal presentation of B, then dualizing the presentations Gx—*-Fx^>-

JSf—>-0, X=A, B, M, we obtain the commutative diagram

0 0 0

y y y
0 —► M* —> F*M —► G^ —► T(M) —► 0

Y Y Y

0 —* £* —>FB —>G% —> T(B) —> 0

Y y r

0 —► ¿* —>F\ —>GA —► T(A) —> 0

Y Y

0 0

in which all rows are exact, and the second and third columns are split

exact in such a way as to make boxes I and II commutative. By the snake

lemma, the sequence 0->M*^B*^»A*->T(M)^T(B)->T(A)-^0 is exact.

But Coker(5*->^*) = Ext1(M, R)=0 by assumption. Hence O-^-T(M)^

T(B)^*T(A)^Ç) is exact, the maps being induced from the G-column.

The splitting maps on the G-column induce maps T(A)-+T(B) and

T{B)^~T(M). It is easy to show that, as the F and G-columns both split,

the induced maps on the T-column split it, and hence T(B)^T(M)®T(A).

Hence B^T2(B)^T(T(M)®T(A))^T2(M)®T2(A)^M®A and the orig-

inal sequence splits.

Corollary 6. Let (R, 93Î) be a local Art in algebra with 93i2=0.

If 0-^-A—>B-*M—>0 is exact, Extl(M, R)=0, and B is finitely generated

without free direct summands, then the sequence splits.

Proof. We have 0^-A->-B^M^0 and 0->-M*->-R*-*.4*—0 exact. If

M had free direct summands, so would B. Likewise if A* had free direct

summands so would A* and hence B*—contrary to B* = HomR(B, 93t)

(since B has no free summands). Thus the dual sequence gives

ngB=¿(B*) = ¿'(M*)+¿(A*)=ngM-\-ngA, since A, B, M are all without

free summands. From the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Proposition 5 and

Ext^M, R)=0 it follows that the original sequence splits.

As an application of the above, we may generalize Proposition 2 to

Cohen-Macaulay rings.

Proposition 7. Let (R, 93Í) be a commutative Cohen-Macaulay local

ring of dimension d which is not Gorenstein. Let M be a finitely generated
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left R-module. If (xx, • • • , xd) is a system of parameters such that

93î2£(x1, ••• ,xd)=2Rxi and R/93Í2 is Artin, then ExV (M, R)=0 for

l^i—^2d+2 implies that M is free.

Proof. When d=0, 93l2=0. Since R is not Gorenstein, n=/(93t)=2

and the result is just Proposition 2. Assume the result for O^d^k—l,

and we show it for d=k. Let x=xx. We consider a projective cover of

Af:0->M1-»-.Fo->-M->-0, and show by the inductive hypothesis that

Mx\Mxx is a free R/Rx-module. From 0->-R-»-R-»-R/R.3c->-0 exact, where

the first map is multiplication by x, and the hypotheses on M, we conclude

ExtR(Mx, R/Rx) = 0, for l=i^2k. As x,x2,---,xd is a R-regular

sequence, x is not a zero-divisor on F0, or its submodule Mx. As x is

Mj-regular there are isomorphisms of R/Rx-modules [4, p. 1 ] :

ExtR(Mx,   )^ExtR/Rx(MxIMxx,   ),

Extk( , R) *» Ext&W , RlRx)   for *>1.

Hence ExtR/Rx{Mx¡Mxx, R/Rx)=0 for l£i£2k. Also, R/Rjc is a local

Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension k— 1 with jc2, • • • , xd a system of

parameters satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Applying the second

isomorphism of (f) to the R/Rx-module R/93Î, we see that R is Gorenstein

(i.e. of finite injective dimension) if and only if R/Rx is. By the inductive

hypotheses Mx\Mxx is R/Rx-free, and by the first isomorphism of (t)

0=ExtR(Mx, R/93Í). Thus Mx is R-free and M is of projective dimension

1 or 0. But for any exact sequence 0—>-K-^Rg^-N—>-0 of R-modules,

we have ■ ■ ■ ̂ExP(M, R^Ext^M, N)^Ext2(M, K)=0. From 0=

Ext^M, R), we have Ext^Af, N)=0 for all finitely generated N and M is

free.
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